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MULTINATIONAL CORPORATIONS:
CAPABLE AND CULPABLE
Marius Calin BENEA
Abstract: Looking behind the scenes of multinational corporations (MNC),
we find that in many cases they appear as either heroes or monsters, great
people or fraudsters.
For the sake of truth, we cannot be silent about the significant merits of
Rockefeller, as we cannot overlook the fact that he is guilty of blackmail and
corruption, that Deterding financed Nazism which gave rise to Hitler, that
some oil magnates have plotted a series of assassinations, bearing the plight
of annihilation of many progressive political people, that during the Second
World War, they unscrupulously supplied the belligerents of both camps,
their primary goal being to get as ++
much profits as possible. The magnates that lead multinational corporations
are certainly not saints. Scruples do not hinder them and, as their interests
dictate, they raise or lower prices; tighten or relax competition; they do not
welch to conclude more or less legal cartels, to conduct more or less moral
maneuvers, to fraud the tax system; to resort to bribery, corruption,
blackmail. Undoubtedly, those companies are real powers, true states inside
a state, able to exert pressure on governments and finance coup d’états,
conceiving plots and conduct assassinations. Can we conclude that
multinational corporations have been and are the masters of the universe
that have imposed their will and law? Reality is not so simple.
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INTRODUCTION
Multinationals are said to be borderless and limitless, sometimes
more powerful than states. Nothing is less certain. In a world of increased
economic conflict, under the critical eye of the Internet and NGOs, in close
links with nation-states that are densifying their regulations, they are less
autonomous and more fragile than we think.
We know it since the fall of the USSR, Marx was soluble in CocaCola [1]. Western multinationals have triumphed over communism in all
areas: that of consumption, but also that of innovation and even military
force.
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MULTINATIONALS VERSUS STATES?
In 1991, a short period began when experts dreamed of the end of history.
Liberalism triumphed, borders faded, the future belonged to the multinationals
who, extending into the last corners of a market that had become global, tried to
avoid any regulation. They put the nations in competition by deciding to establish
themselves - or not to establish themselves - at home according to the advantages
granted to them: lower taxes and social charges, freedom to trade and repatriate
their profits, ability to set prices and wages as they wished. They no longer
needed the states, the opposite was true. In the name of their interests and the
values they claimed to bring, the big firms did not hesitate to refuse the
injunctions of the administrations. In 2016, Apple refused to unblock for the
benefit of the FBI the phone of one of the attackers of the terrorist attack of San
Bernardino. The balance of power between large corporations and states seemed
to have shifted from the latter to the first: they were able to deploy across the
global market while states remained stranded within their borders.
However, Net giants are suspected of placing backpacks on their devices
that are accessible to the US National Security Agency (NSA). Several of them
accepted the instructions of the Chinese government, and Yahoo! did not hesitate
to publish information allowing Beijing to condemn several dissidents of this
country. Forgotten "values", only market access matters. And, contrary to
popular belief about the mobility of multinational firms, this access depends on
the states.
QUARREL OF NUMBERS
A mistake often made is based on the comparison between the GDP
of the latter and the turnover of the companies. In this game, Walmart
reaches the 21st place in front of Argentina, Toyota in the 44th, Apple in
the 46th and Exxon in the 47th, in front of most countries of the South. But
comparing GDP and turnover has little meaning, since GDP is the sum of
value added and business value added is only a part of their turnover, often
a quarter. Moreover, even the largest multinational, Walmart, weighs little
against the largest countries - its turnover represents only 3% of the GDP of
the United States, its value added less than 1% [2].
Finally, the nation-states have weapons that multinationals lack: the
legitimacy of their power, the moral force of the law, the monopoly of the
use of force. They are in charge of the common good, while companies
serve private interests, and this simple fact establishes a hierarchy of values
for their benefit.
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THE IRRUPTION OF THE NET
Certainly, it's not just the nation-states. Multinationals must take into
account world opinion and the NGOs that structure it and often put them in
check. They are tackling what has become the most valuable and fragile
asset of companies: their image. In 1995, Greenpeace attacked Shell, which
was planning to sink an oil storage tank in the North Sea. Environmentalists
are indignant: 5,500 tons of oil would be dumped at sea on this occasion,
they denounce. They alert the public, occupy the platform and organize a
boycott of the oil company in Germany. Shell gives in and decides to tow
the tank ashore. It appears then that Greenpeace was wrong (lied?) In its
estimates, which it is obliged to recognize in a letter of apology to Shell. A
small humiliation that does not cancel a great success.
What happened? Two events have radically changed the balance of
power at the expense of multinationals.
The first is the irruption of the Internet. As Christian Harbulot,
director of the School of Economic Warfare, demonstrates, the Web
changes the relationship between the strong and the weak [3]. The strong,
here the large multinationals, rests on the power of his money, his
knowledge of the workings of justice, the fabric of its relations and its
support in the administration. And it only takes a small organization,
sometimes even a single individual, to run an original campaign on the Web
for the multinational to find itself in trouble. Harbulot recalls the case of
Robert Lane who opened a site in 1998 to the glory of his favorite car, the
Ford Mustang. First seen by the management of the company, the initiative
was less appreciated when critics began to appear on the site. The resort to
justice proved counterproductive, Internet users taking the defense of the
weak against the strong.
THE RETURN OF THE ECONOMIC WAR
Multinationals have learned. They now know how to fight against
the Internet and even use it to their advantage to destabilize competitors.
These disinformation operations contribute to the second phenomenon that
weakens them: the return of the economic war. It had never completely
disappeared, but the cold war relegated it to the background. In the early
1990s, Bill Clinton revived. Thus the CIA, which was created at the
beginning of the cold war, is converted into economic intelligence. As a
result, US multinationals benefit from unwavering Washington support:
information, research grants, government pressure to open foreign markets.
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In a war, it is always the other who is the aggressor. In the economic
war, it is the other who is accused of protectionism, dumping, industrial
espionage, and that is what the US government does for the greater benefit
of its multinationals.
Of course, the other countries come to the rescue of their own
companies, the European nations with timidity, the big emerging countries
much more resolutely. China, mercantilist nation if any, is in the line of fire
of all. It is true that it opposes multinational multinationals directly linked
to the public authorities. Some are hybrids that we do not know if they are
mere extensions of the administration, like Lenovo. Others, like Haier, are
thought to be closely linked to the People's Liberation Army.
MULTINATIONALS AND NATIONS IN A WORLD OF
CONFLICT
Faced with such adversaries, it is understandable that Western
multinationals rely on their respective states to protect them. As in the past,
they sometimes claim protective measures against too cheap imports. They
are worried more and more about industrial espionage, destabilization
operations and the takeover by a foreign company that wants to get their
hands on their know-how. It will not be surprising that "economic
patriotism" is fashionable and that states are expanding the sectors where
their authorization is needed before any acquisition. They do it in the name
of the national interest, closely correlated with that of their multinationals.

WHY THE GAFA ARE MORE DANGEROUS THAN CHINA
According to the essayist, surveillance capitalism from Silicon Valley
will be far more enduring - and nightmarish - than China's archaic "technototalitarianism". [5]
It is interesting to compare the Gafa and China. Both are emerging
powers around which the world is reorganizing. Gafa and China can be
considered as the two facets of modernity, in particular of the technological
revolution. And both are the greatest threats to freedom today. The Gafa by
creating a ubiquitous surveillance system intended to collect moneyconvertible personal data. China by setting up a techno-totalitarianism that it is
trying to export.
Everything opposes these two models: surveillance of private firms on
the Gafa side against state surveillance on the Chinese side; international
surveillance versus national surveillance; surveillance for economic purposes
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versus surveillance for political purposes; horizontal and decentralized logic
for the Gafa against vertical and centralized logic for China; logic of
remuneration of platforms that offer "free" digital services and Chinese logic
of police sanction. The Gafa created what Shoshana Zuboff calls surveillance
capitalism as China grows its surveillance through capitalism. To distinguish
the two, Shoshana Zuboff also opposes the Chinese big brother to the "big
other" of the Gafa. However, of these two models, the most to be feared for the
future is Chinese techno-totalitarianism could thrive in the world for four
reasons. First, regardless of any Chinese influence, it can appeal to already
authoritarian regimes. Second, China wants to export its model and puts its
economic power at the service of this objective. As in the days of the USSR,
for developing countries, accepting Chinese investments means accepting a
package which, more or less tacitly and in the more or less long term, will
include a political component. Third, controlling a technology like 5G can only
establish Chinese hegemony in the world, thus strengthening the regime, and
giving it unprecedented means of spying on and destabilizing other countries.
Finally,
By 2100, China will have lost a third of its population
But there are three even stronger reasons for not believing in the future
of Chinese techno-totalitarianism:
1 / Historically, development has been accompanied by political
liberalization all over the world. China is proving to us today that this is not a
iron law. But nothing says that this resistance to the principle lasts indefinitely.
The Tienanmen movement proved that, at least in 1989, part of Chinese society
yearned for freedom. More recently, the regime almost fell into liberalism
before XI Jinping came to power. And today Hong Kong is a formidable
democratic Achilles heel for China.
2 / The Chinese totalitarian pact is based on economic growth. It is a
freedom versus development, dictatorship versus enrichment deal. However,
nothing guarantees the maintenance of Chinese growth at the levels observed
in recent decades. First, with catching-up, growth always tends to fall into line
with that of developed countries. However, China is now completing its
catching-up process. In addition, China will be faced with two major shocks
that could seriously hamper its growth. First, an environmental and health
shock. 98% of Chinese breathe air that does not comply with WHO
recommendations. Respiratory diseases have become the leading cause of
death in China. The second major shock that China will face is a demographic
shock. By 2100, China will have lost a third of its population, 400 million
citizens. It will be difficult to continue to grow at a sustained rate under these
conditions.
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3 / If Chinese techno-totalitarianism is impressive in its efficiency, it is
also extraordinarily inefficient. For the record, when we evaluate the
effectiveness of something, we are only interested in its results. Efficiency
relates effectiveness to the resources invested. However, given the resources
claimed by Chinese techno-totalitarianism, it is a gas factory. A Putin proves
that you can run a country very well without stuffing it with cameras, or
resorting to state-of-the-art AIs. All that is needed is to muzzle all forms of
opposition and organize elections! Between the Russian regime and the
Chinese regime, there is as much difference as between a Formula 1 and a tank.
Chinese techno-totalitarianism seems modern because it is based on the most
advanced technology, but its foundation is very classic. It is a good old vertical
and police totalitarianism as it has existed since the beginning of the 20th
century. A fundamentally archaic and outdated regime that is far too expensive
and cumbersome to really have a future. Unlike totalitarianism to which the
Gafa system could lead.
Dictatorship of the majority
An excellent episode of the Black Mirror series is a wonderful
illustration of the type of totalitarianism into which digital platform capitalism
can insidiously tip us. It is about "Free fall" ("Nosedive" in English). The
universe described there looks a lot like ours: everyone is permanently glued
to their phone. But the whole genius of Black Mirror is to introduce into
universes resembling ours a disruptive element that makes them fall into
dystopia. In "Free fall", this element is a generalized interpersonal scoring
system. Indeed, today, we rate our Uber driver, our doctor on Doctissimo or
our hotel on Tripadvisor. “Free fall” imagines that, tomorrow, everyone could
be rated permanently. We could note his neighbor for his smile in the elevator,
his spouse after a marital dispute, his colleague at work etc. In “Free fall”, all
of these ratings cause the popularity rating of each to fluctuate. And people's
standard of living is a function of their popularity since low-rated people are
penalized by social and economic penalties. Conversely, benefits or bonuses
are granted to highly rated individuals. And the standard of living of people is
a function of their popularity since low-rated people are penalized by social
and economic penalties. Conversely, benefits or bonuses are granted to highly
rated individuals. And people's standard of living is a function of their
popularity since low-rated people are penalized by social and economic
penalties. Conversely, benefits or bonuses are granted to highly rated
individuals.
The result is absolutely nightmarish. Perfect totalitarianism because the
system requires constant monitoring and self-control so as not to get bad marks.
It is the realm of hypocrisy and internalization. The popularity rating
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accentuates pre-existing inequalities, in particular economic ones, since it is
easier for the wealthiest and the most integrated people to be pleasant, smiling
and sympathetic. In addition, generalized surveillance is unbeatably efficient
since everyone becomes everyone's cop. Via the platform, a horizontal
totalitarianism emerges which saves a police machine and even a Big Brother!
If this type of totalitarianism would be truly modern and unprecedented, its risk
has long been identified. Alexis de Tocqueville, Democracy in America . As
early as 1835, he pointed out the danger of a drift of democracy towards the
"dictatorship of the majority" to which everyone would have to submit. It is
this danger that surveillance capitalism makes possible today.
If technology threatens freedoms, we must therefore probably fear
more the use made of it by democracies than that of dictatorships.
CONCLUSION
Of course, things are not so simple. We have to get used to living in
a complicated world of conflicts, between openness and closure, where
nation-states, big companies, intergovernmental organizations and NGOs
are collaborating and competing, not to mention the dark side of
globalization that organizations [4]. In this context multinationals are much
more fragile than is sometimes thought. Powerful, yes, superpower,
certainly not.
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